Executive Summary of the 73th Board Meeting of the EPS Nuclear Physics Division, Prague, Czech Republic, 13th -14th June 2017

The 73th board meeting of the EPS Nuclear Physics Division (EPS NPD) was held in Villa Lanna in Prague, Czech Republic on 13th and 14th of June 2017.

The board meeting was anticipated by a mini-workshop on Nuclear Physics Research in Czech Republic with a visit of the facility of the Nuclear Physics Institute (NPI) of CAS.

Since the cultural heritage paper was completed, new initiatives were planned to present it in forthcoming conferences and scientific meetings and leaflets about cultural heritage paper have to be sent to representatives of national physical societies.

As new co-opted members, the names of Silvia Niccolai from Orsay and Iva Bogdanovic Radovic from Zagreb were identified. Piet Van Duppen decided to do not renew his membership for a second mandate due too many commitments.

The chair, FA, noted that the 2016 annual report has been published on the EPS website. In 2018 EPS will celebrate its 50th anniversary as a whole (though the NPD is not as old as that). The EPS new president was Rüdiger Voss.

The NuPECC Town Meeting on January 11-13, 2017 with focus on Long Range Plan (LRP), was reported.

Announcement for nominations of Lise Meitner prize 2018 should be disseminated forthwith and distributed via all appropriate mailing lists, and PhD prize 2015-2017 announcement as well.

Since NPA8 is taking place in the week following the board meeting it was decided that NC will be present as board representative. NPA9 in 2019 will take place in Frankfurt, organized by Rene Reifarth.

The private divisional website has moved from Glasgow to Gent with address https://epsnpb.ugent.be.